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Abstract 

This paper analyses four of Shakespeare's plays with the aim of examining the function 

of otherness and its role as a dramatic device that establishes the identities and purpose 

of characters. Chapter 1 examines otherness in the form of madness in Hamlet. Starting 

with Hamlet's original state of grief as a point of alterity, it investigates the further 

alienation of his character through his adopted mask of madness. Ophelia's mad alterity 

is then examined both through her speech and social exclusion. The combined effects of 

Hamlet and Ophelia's madness are then examined as a correlative alterity and as a 

driving force for conflict. This is followed by analysis, in Chapter II of The Tempest and 

Caliban´s monstrous alterity in its historical context as a representative of both Africans 

and Native Americans. Caliban´s existence as a metaphor for these groups is explored 

as a means of portraying his villainy and general antithesis to everything good in the 

European narrative. Finally, in Chapter III the thesis explores the subject of animality in 

1 Henry IV and A Midsummer Night's Dream through the scope and how it is used as a 

means of conveying social status, as a means of exerting political power, and as 

derogatory characteristic of certain characters. In 1 Henry IV, the relationship between 

King Henry and Hal is examined through Henry's use of animalistic language to imply 

Hal´s inferiority. It also discusses the relationship between Falstaff and Hal by 

observing Falstaff as the animalistic and inferior father figure who stands in opposition 

to King Henry on the other end of the social hierarchy. Meanwhile, the analysis of A 

Midsummer Night's Dream focuses primarily on Oberon´s exertion of his royal 

authority on Titania. This is done by first examining Bottom´s inferior social status 

through animalistic language and Titania´s established inferiority to Oberon through her 

association with the animalistic Bottom.  
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Introduction 

The concept of otherness serves to express the status of something being strange or 

different, something outside the bounds of normality in the subject to which it is 

applied. Jonathan Hart, in The Poetics of Otherness, describes otherness as the point of 

comparison that serves as a means of reconciling the self, that "otherness includes a 

comparison in which something or someone is not the self but is compared to the self 

and thus defines the self" (1). He adds that while "otherness opens up possibility" it can 

also "lead to senses of estrangement and alienation" if "taken negatively" (1). The 

possibility of leading to alienation means that while otherness can be used to establish 

some identities, it can also be used to vilify others through established narratives. This 

manner of narrative can be found in many historical situations, such as the Irish, whose 

colonization the English justified with their views of the former as barbarous and savage 

pagans (Takaki 893). However, the most notorious examples such narratives are 

arguably the otherness and inferiority attributed to Africans and American Indians by 

early modern Europeans. These include Harriot's accounts of the Indians of America, 

which served as legitimation that the colony could impose its will on them (Greenblatt 

31). This narrative in which the Indians are inferior comes, according to Greenblatt, 

from Harriot's supposition of the Europeans' technological superiority which caused the 

"savages" to "doubt that they possessed the truth of God and religion" and that this truth 

would ultimately be gained from the Europeans (27). A similar outlook of inferiority 

was associated with Africans in early modern Europe, Kim Hall describes this as "the 

opposition of blackness to fairness and beauty" (12).  

 Ultimately, otherness in literature invites reflection of the real world, both its 

prejudices and diversity. This can range from examples such as in matters of religion 

wherein "atheism is a characteristic mark of otherness – hence the ease with which 

Catholics can call Protestant martyrs atheists" (Greenblatt 22) or through representing 

two different worlds like the pastoral paradise of Arden and the more normal real world 

in Shakespeare´s As You Like It. Thus, it may serve a writer or a playwright to display 

otherness as a means of creating parallels, such as those between good and evil or 

presenting two different cultures that contrast, like humans and fairies in A Midsummer 

Night´s Dream. Additionally, otherness to bring out emotions as the existence of the 

other in literature can, according to Hart, "provoke fear, trembling, and loathing" (2). 
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An example of this would be The Tempest´s Caliban, who would likely evoke some 

form of fear or loathing in early modern audiences if he was accurately portrayed as the 

"monster of the isle with four legs" (2.2. 66) he is described as, both because of his 

general physical alterity, as well as the inferior natives of America he is intended to 

represent (Takaki 896). A further example would be in the depiction of emotions, such 

as Hamlet's melancholy at the beginning of the eponymous play and how later it 

ultimately evolves and becomes the appearance of madness that seems to have, like 

Hugh Grady puts it, " become the thing itself" (145).  

 This essay aims to examine the purpose and functions of otherness in four of 

William Shakespeare´s plays through the prism of three separate aspects of otherness: 

madness, race, and animality. The first chapter aims to analyse Hamlet and examine the 

otherness of Hamlet and Ophelia by showing how it is conveyed through their madness 

and melancholy. It focuses both on Hamlet's original state of grief and the later mantle 

of madness he adopts in order to exact his revenge. Both of these factors are examined 

from the viewpoint of serving as Hamlet's otherness while also serving as a driving 

force for conflict within the play. In addition, the chapter examines the madness of 

Ophelia, as both a consequence and extension of Hamlet's madness while also 

examining its independent role in fuelling the play's conflicts. The second chapter 

examines otherness in relation to the concept of race through analysis of The Tempest. It 

focuses on Caliban´s identity and examining the parallels between him and both 

American Indians and Africans and the functions these parallels serve in conveying his 

alterity. By first exploring the historical outlook and treatment of these two groups, 

Caliban´s alterity is put into a similar context with an aim of showing how his alterity is 

achieved through the ethnic groups his character represents as well as functioning as a 

means of conveying his purpose and villainy within the play. Finally, the last chapter 

focuses on animality in analyses of King Henry IV, Part 1 and A Midsummer Night's 

Dream. Through analysing the animalistic language of the plays, the chapter aims to 

examine the relationship of attributed animality and social status through the lens of 

human superiority to animals. The analysis of 1 Henry IV focuses largely on the 

relationship between Falstaff and Hal and the hierarchal implications of the animal 

language that they direct towards each other, as well as Falstaff's potential role as a 

father figure for Hal, conveyed through the same animalistic language. The examination 
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of A Midsummer Night´s Dream meanwhile concerns itself with a broader indication of 

social status through animalistic imagery as well as its ability to degrade characters who 

are attributed animality as well as degrading those with whom they associate. This 

analysis of four of Shakespeare's plays will attempt to establish otherness as a dramatic 

device by showing it as a means of conveying characters' identities and purpose through 

the characteristics of madness, race, and animality.  
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1 Hamlet: A Manifesto of Madness and Alterity 

 

This chapter aims to examine the concept of madness in Hamlet, both that of Hamlet 

himself as well as that of Ophelia. Originally, Hamlet's grief serves as a certain means 

of estrangement, as it is considered odd and something he is encouraged to move past. 

However, Hamlet's meeting with the ghost results in the prince putting on a supposedly 

facetious mask of madness that serves to entirely alienate him from other characters in 

the play, ultimately resulting in his literal banishment from his home in Elsinore. The 

madness of Ophelia then operates both as a means of establishing her otherness as well 

as an extension of Hamlet's madness as his mad actions are ultimately the cause of her 

loss of sanity. Thus, in causing Ophelia´s madness, Hamlet´s mad otherness fuels the 

play´s conflicts, through Ophelia in his absence, while simultaneously driving him to 

say and do that which estranges him and causes further conflict.  

1.1 The Psychotic Prince of Elsinore 

The character of Hamlet is portrayed as possessing a degree of otherness from the 

outset. The manner in which he is presented at the beginning of Hamlet, plagued by his 

melancholy and lingering grief, is what originally sets him apart from the rest of the 

play´s cast. The fact that Hamlet still mourns his father so vocally is treated as an 

abnormality, as everyone aside from him seems to have mostly moved on. Indeed, 

Claudius begins act 1, scene 2 with an announcement regarding the current status of 

affairs in Elsinore and does express "their hearts in grief, and our whole kingdom / To 

be contracted in one brow of woe" (3-4). However, he immediately moves on from the 

subject of grief to matters of state, giving the impression that his grief is indeed not 

heartfelt, but rather a formality or even a facade. While Claudius' potentially feigned 

grief is no surprise, seeing as he did kill the king, other characters present in the court 

are also shown to express little or no grief. Laertes, for example, claims that he returned 

to Elsinore not to mourn the king, but to "show his duty in Claudius' coronation" 

(1.2. 55).  

 The insertion of Hamlet into the first scene then drastically changes the dynamic, 

causing the focus to shift towards him and his grief, as together they stand out from the 

impersonal formalities. In fact, the first words Claudius and Gertrude direct towards 
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Hamlet are, "How is it that the clouds still hang on you?" and "Good Hamlet, cast thy 

nighted colour off" (1.2. 66, 68) respectively. The otherness of Hamlet´s grief is then 

further emphasised when Gertrude implores Hamlet to not "forever with thy vailed lids / 

Seek for thy noble father in the dust" (1.2. 72-73). Gertrude then goes on to explain the 

normalcy of death before asking Hamlet why his grief seems so "particular" (1.2. 78), 

further implying that it is, in fact, outside the bounds of normalcy.  Hamlet's response 

evokes further otherness through the language with which he describes himself, 

referencing his "inky cloak", "suits of solemn black" and "the suits of woe" (1.2. 80, 81, 

89). Hamlet follows this with imagery of grief and then claiming that they "indeed 

"seem"" (1.2. 86) while he has "that within which passes show, / These but the trappings 

and the suits of woe" (1.2. 88-89), showing that he considers his grief as beyond that 

which can be deemed normal, his suit is not of the mere mourning black, but of pure 

woe, within whose trapping he is caught. Hamlet's emphasis adds to the alleged 

excessiveness of his grief as previously implied by Claudius and Gertrude, setting him 

apart from other characters not simply by being in a state of grief but in that said grief 

reaches beyond the boundaries of normalcy.  

 In addition to Hamlet´s grief, he gives another reason for his original state of 

melancholy, his mother´s marriage to Claudius. Indeed, John Decarlo states that "one of 

the main causes of Hamlet's "distemper" is his mother's incomprehensible behaviour 

(40). In his soliloquy in act 1, scene 2 prior to Horatio´s entry, Hamlet expresses his 

distaste for Gertrude´s remarriage, "Ere yet the salt of most unrighteous tears / Had left 

the flushing in her galled eyes, / She married" (159-161) and even going so far as to 

labelling said marriage as "incestuous" (1.2. 162) as well as even more irrational than "a 

beast that wants discourse of reason" (1.2. 150). Elsinore's current state of affairs even 

drives Hamlet to compare the court to an "unweeded garden / that grows to seed. Things 

rank and gross in nature / Possess it merely" (1.2. 139-141). Furthermore, Hamlet´s 

melancholy causes him to doubt that anyone beside himself would mourn the loss of his 

father. It is even possible to suggest that Hamlet does not believe that Horatio, his 

friend, was in Elsinore to "see Hamlet's father's funeral" (1.2. 183). In fact, Hamlet 

goes so far as to claim to Horatio's face that he is lying, saying he should not "mock 

him, fellow student / I think it was to see my mother´s wedding" (1.2. 184-185). While 

Horatio eventually becomes one of Hamlet´s confidants, Hamlet's readiness to suspect 
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him of lying is emblematic of overall suspicion as well as what Decarlo (40) argues is 

paranoia in later lines such as, "Who calls me "villain"? breaks my pate across?... who 

does me this?" (2.2. 599-602) (Decarlo 40). At this point, prior to even meeting the 

ghost, Hamlet has begun expressing his anger and borderline paranoid behaviour, 

implying some degree of mental unsoundness.  

 Hamlet's meeting with the ghost is a pivotal moment, not only for reasons of 

progressing the plot but also as the catalyst for the madness which will determine 

Hamlet's otherness. Upon his original meeting with the ghost, Hamlet does show some 

disdain for the spectre, throwing a sarcastic quip at the "poor ghost" (1.5. 8) when it 

tells him of its suffering. Despite any preconceptions he may have had of ghosts, 

Hamlet ultimately concludes that it is "an honest ghost" (1.5. 154) and does so with 

little resistance. Indeed, Hamlet's transition from mockery to carefully hearing out the 

ghost comes instantly as it claims to be the spirit of his father and Hamlet appears to be 

decisively convinced when told that "The serpent that did sting Hamlet´s father's life / 

Now wears his crown" (1.5. 46-47). This willingness to believe the ghost shows that 

Hamlet's melancholy has driven him to a point where he wants to believe the ghost, as 

his suspicions are already in place, shown by the line, "O my prophetic soul". 

Furthermore, after his meeting with the ghost, Hamlet shows the first signs of madness, 

as instead of reacting as one would to news of such vile betrayal, like anger or 

bewilderment, he instantly assumes a pleasant demeanour when he talks with Horatio, 

speaking merry lines such as "Hillo, ho, ho, ho, boy!" (1.5. 125) that oppose the gravity 

of the situation. He even goes so far as to respond to Horatio´s question of "what news, 

my lord?" with "O, wonderful!" (1.5. 128-129), which is an absurd response when said 

news regard the murder of his father.  

 Immediately after displaying his absurd reaction to the ghost's news, Hamlet 

presents a plan to "put an antic disposition on" (1.5. 192). While this marks the 

beginning of his journey to exact revenge on Claudius, this journey involves him 

displaying negative behaviour towards every other character as if to drive them away 

further alienating him from the society of the play. Hamlet's second line after his 

meeting with the Ghost is a vicious mockery of Polonius, "Excellent well; you are a 

fishmonger" (2.2. 174) that also implies that he calls Ophelia a whore. This sets a 

precedent for Hamlet's behaviour in that it estranges him through aggravated behaviour, 
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which has already taken a verbal form but also edges on becoming physical. Hamlet 

could simply kill Claudius but instead he elects to turn from his "inky cloak" (1.2. 80) to 

playing cloak and dagger. Hamlet's paranoia, reinforced by the ghost´s affirmation of 

his previous suspicion is then further demonstrated when he is shown to suspect even 

his mother, a suspicion furthered by his inability to reconcile her actions, that she was 

"all tears" (1.2. 1153) at her husband's funeral but rushed "with such dexterity to 

incestuous sheets" (1.2. 162) merely a month afterwards.  

 Hamlet's "antic disposition" is highly unusual, both before and after he 

establishes it as being a part of his plan. However, the reactions of other characters also 

play a large part in his otherness, as they either enable his suspicions or serve as 

justifications for his behaviour. Perhaps the foremost example of enabling Hamlet's 

suspicions is Claudius' decision to ask Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to "draw Hamlet 

on to pleasures" (2.2. 15), which is a direct response to "Hamlet´s transformation" (2.2. 

5). During this surveillance, as Peter Mercer puts it, "Hamlet is also constantly 'on 

stage', under public scrutiny" (174), which further emphasises his status as the 

surveilled other. However, surveillance is not the only reaction to Hamlet's madness, 

James Marino discusses Ophelia's two differing descriptions of Hamlet: "persuasive 

lover" and the "melancholic in mute disarray" (820).  

 Prior to Hamlet's meeting with Gertrude in her chambers, the main struggle of 

the play is Hamlet's attempts to make up his mind as to whether he ought to trust the 

ghost. While he is originally quick to hear out the ghost's words, Hamlet remarks that 

the ghost "may be a devil and the devil hath power" (2.2. 628), and that with said power 

the ghost might be abusing Hamlet's "weakness and melancholy" (2.2. 630). Hamlet 

questions his own sanity and whether even he can truly take himself seriously, showing 

that his madness may not be entirely feigned after all. This is further displayed during 

Hamlet's meeting with his mother in her bed chamber, which is a decisive moment for 

Hamlet's madness for several reasons. Firstly, it shows Hamlet making up his mind 

regarding what Decarlo refers to as his "philosophical blind-spot" (41), referring to 

Hamlet's struggle with whether or not he can trust the Ghost. Decarlo attributes this 

mistrust to a lack of a "theological belief to anchor his philosophical doubts" (41), 

which in this case would be Descartes's "cogito ergo sum" whose basis for definite 

knowledge Hamlet lacks. In making up his mind, Hamlet's manifested suspicion has 
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now gained a sense of direction, something that ultimately leads to further conflict, his 

otherness has essentially gained a recognized purpose. Secondly, the scene shows 

Hamlet's madness manifest itself in physical consequences, the conflict spurred on by 

his eccentricity no longer consists of mere verbal abuse but has taken the form of a 

mortal sin. This is doubly important as Hamlet has already had an opportunity to kill the 

primary object of his vengeance but refrains from doing so (3.3. 77-101), delaying the 

aforementioned transition. The third reason is that Laertes' return to Denmark sparks yet 

another conflict, as by that time, there is civil unrest, fuelled by Laertes who enters 

Elsinore with an angry mob at his back, seemingly with the intent of exacting 

vengeance on Claudius, the "vile king" (4.5. 127) for his father´s death, a confrontation 

that is a direct result of Hamlet's mad actions. Finally, the death of Polonius also marks 

the transition of another character, Ophelia, into madness, a madness that will serve as a 

secondary driving force within the play.  

 Hamlet's mad otherness has at this point become so potent a force that not only 

does it serve to spur the play´s conflicts verbally through insults, but also physically 

through murdering Polonius in a fit of rage. It also serves to alienate other characters as 

a consequence of his mad actions in the form of Ophelia's madness and later alienation. 

His attempts to exact the ghost's desired revenge has ultimately resulted in nothing but 

the death of Polonius, making Hamlet look truly mad and without purpose, further 

emphasised by him making a jest or philosophical quip about Polonius' corpse being "at 

supper", "not where he eats, but where he is eaten" (4.3. 20, 22). The fact that the 

decision of sending Hamlet to England was made at the end of act 3, scene 3 (182), 

shows that even prior to his murder of Polonius, Hamlet's otherness was considered so 

disruptive and disturbing that it warranted sending him away across the sea. Hamlet's 

later return also follows a theme of absurdity, notably his choice of time to reveal 

himself during Ophelia´s funeral, claiming he loved her after all and boasting that 

"Forty thousand brothers / Could not with all their quantity of love / Make up my sum" 

(4.7 285-287). Thus, Hamlet's otherness is portrayed as intrusive and, in the case of 

Laertes, an even greater driving force for conflict than before, as now he not only 

insults, but quite literally fights Ophelia´s brother on her grave. In a sense, Hamlet's 

madness never leaves the play, as it maintains a presence through Ophelia whilst he is 
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away, only to see him return upon her death and fuelling the already heavy presence of 

disdain for his mad otherness.  

1.2 Madness begets madness 

Hamlet’s alterity of madness throws into relief the otherness of Ophelia’s insanity. 

James J. Marino points out that there exists a parallel between Ophelia's interview with 

her father and Hamlet's interview with the ghost, as both events serve to disrupt the 

relationship between the two as well as set the characters on parallel paths (820). 

Ophelia´s decision to follow her father's will rather than siding with Hamlet, for whom 

she originally seems to be a designated love interest, can be seen as a metamorphosis 

for her character as she transcends her apparent role. Ophelia´s madness is effectively a 

by-product of Hamlet's madness, seeing as Polonius' death is the cause of her grief and, 

in extension, her madness, that is not say Ophelia as a character is entirely dependent on 

Hamlet. Rather, Ophelia´s madness, her otherness, functions largely independent of 

Hamlet, despite their parallel paths. Ophelia, according to Marino, is "unique among 

daughters in Shakespeare, the only such character who does not attain the lover whom 

her father forbids" (Marino 822). In the theatrical sense, Ophelia's independence adds to 

her otherness or as Marino puts it, "An early modern playgoer watching act 1, scene 3 

of Hamlet, a ridiculous old man telling his daughter to break off her love affair, would 

entertain no doubts about what would happen next, but that is not what happens next" 

(822), adding that "Ophelia's sacrifice of her erotic drive marks her as entirely out of the 

ordinary" (823).  

 The manner in which Ophelia's madness manifests itself is akin to Hamlet's 

"antic disposition", as her mood makes other characters view her unfavourably, first 

shown in Gertrude's statement that she "will not speak with her" (4.5. 1) and even 

causing Horatio to claim that "she may strew / Dangerous conjectures in ill-breeding 

minds" (4.5. 19-20). Ophelia´s madness can be seen as far more real than Hamlet's, 

owing largely to her not announcing that she intends to go mad but simply in doing so. 

Her madness is largely characterized by the fact that she appears to be present in the 

scene only physically but not mentally in the sense that she responds to addresses with 

distant musings or only vaguely related singing. For example, in response to Laertes' 

mention of her as "a document in madness" (4.5. 202), she begins to rave about flowers, 

"There´s fennel for you, and columbines" etc. (4.5. 204). This presents a distinct mental 
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otherness in Ophelia, as she clearly does not operate according to the frame of normalcy 

anymore, further reflected by Gertrude's unwillingness to associate with her, which 

represents a certain exclusion. A further indication of social exclusion on account of her 

otherness is the fact that instead of entering the scene again later on, she does not really 

enter, but rather has to be let in (4.5. 176-177). This indicates that Ophelia´s otherness 

does not only take the form of madness, but also that of social alienation.  

 Laertes' heated discussion with Claudius surrounding Polonius' death being 

interrupted by the entry of Ophelia is a display of the gravity of her newfound 

otherness. Her madness, manifested in ravings, allegorical songs, and flower-based 

horoscope (4.5. 204-210) has become a subject of concern for those who remain in 

Elsinore. More specifically, Ophelia´s otherness is something that causes all eyes to turn 

towards her upon entering a room, both in concern and angst. Laertes in particular, 

whose line, “is ’t possible a young maid´s wits / Should be as mortal as an old man´s 

life” (4.5 183-184), expresses concern for his sister, however, his lines also emphasise 

the amalgamating results of both Polonius´ death and Ophelia's madness. These two 

anomalies originally serve to fill Laertes with grief as well as anger and prime his 

character to serve as the third party of the play's main conflict. This priming is then 

finalized when Ophelia dies whilst collecting flowers, an event that can be linked 

directly to her previous mad speech about flowers (4.5. 204-210).  

 Ophelia's untimely death is a pivotal moment for the development of the play´s 

conflict, her madness that has already had a severe effect on Laertes serves to push him 

further into grief. Her death also plays another part, according to Marino, "resolving the 

play´s central emotional triangle, that of Hamlet, Ophelia, and the ghost, collapsing the 

three figures into a miserably unified trinity" (835). In this sense, Ophelia's death 

empowers Hamlet and his madness, as it serves as a catalyst for the conflicts already 

initiated by his actions under the effect of said madness. In fact, the original shock 

delivered unto Laertes upon hearing the news of and seeing his sister´s demise are not 

the only causal factors for conflict surrounding Ophelia's death. Ophelia's funeral is 

hotbed of conflict as it features Hamlet´s revelation of his return, an event that 

immediately leads to a physical fight which is immediately followed by Hamlet's 

declaration that he loved Ophelia all along (5.1. 285-286). However, Hamlet's madness, 

though it may have served his purposes earlier in the play, now functions against him, 
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as Claudius uses it as a means of further vilifying him in Laertes' eyes (5.1. 288). At this 

point, Hamlet´s madness, whether it be falsified, a form of emotional relief, genuine 

insanity, or all of the above has driven the play´s conflict to a point of no return, aided 

by the murder of Polonius and its subsequent result, Ophelia's madness and eventual 

death. Despite Hamlet's attempt to apologize to Laertes, blaming his actions on his 

madness (5.2. 240-258), the conflict both started and fuelled by his madness ultimately 

result in the final confrontation between him and Laertes. The final conflict of the play, 

the duel between Hamlet and Laertes, like the madness that caused it, shows itself to be 

chaotic and unpredictable, from the suddenness by which it comes about, the comic 

weapon swap between Hamlet and Laertes (5.2. 330-331), Gertrude's accidental 

consumption of the poison (318), and the sudden manner in which Hamlet stabs 

Claudius (352-353), although his death has been expected since the end of act one. 

Thus, the conflict started and driven onwards by Hamlet's madness, his otherness, 

concludes in an equally mad way as it was brought about, showing his otherness as a 

repeated theme throughout the entire play.   
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2 The Callous Monster of The Tempest 

 

The concept of otherness has frequently been attached to the subject of race. Arguably, 

the most notable examples of this are the European colonization of a large part of the 

world and the global slave trade that followed (Inikori 159). Both of these events led to 

what is referred to as "othering" in post-colonial studies, a term used to describe the act 

of a colonizing European nation assigning negative attributes to the colonized natives, 

establishing a narrative wherein the colonizer is superior and the natives inferior (Raja). 

This allows for a consolidation of the colonizer's own self, whatever shape that may 

take, be it their belief in their own superiority or their divine right to rule others (Raja). 

While the term "othering" may be applied to nearly any situation where otherness plays 

a part, it is especially relevant in relation to racialization which can be found in almost 

every aspect of European behaviour towards those of non-white races. 

 In Things of Darkness, Kim Hall points out that much of the language 

surrounding blackness in early modern texts stems from "larger concerns about the 

stability of whiteness" (13). This language ranges from not recognizing the existence of 

black people in England, "not even as a marginalized population" (Hall 11) to 

establishing blackness as being below and inferior to whiteness. For example, 16th 

century chronicler George Best writes that though those hailing from the Mediterranean 

region were somewhat darker skinned, they "descend not so low as unto blacknesse" 

(qtd. in Hall 13), the use of the words "descend" and "low" showing clear signs of 

whiteness being considered superior. Hall also cites the texts of Sir Thomas Browne 

statomg. in his work, Pseudodoxia Endemica, that which Best merely implies, which 

Hall describes as "the opposition of blackness to fairness and beauty" (Hall 12). 

Furthermore, Hall claims that both of these writers work under "the assumption that 

blackness is an aberration and whiteness the original", and according to Browne, as 

paraphrased by Hall, "blackness is a trait "acquired" by Africans" (13). Best´s text, Hall 

continues, also shows the relationship between white and black as good and evil 

respectively, as in the relationship between the Ethiopian man, who is "blacke as cole", 

and the English woman where only the latter, and her complexion, are labelled as good, 

while the Ethiopian´s blackness is described as having "proceedeth rather of some 

natural infection" that neither the "good complexion of the mother" nor the "Clime" 
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were able to reduce in the couple´s child, which was as "in all respects as blacke as the 

father" (qtd. in Hall 11). Given the manner in which the nature of blackness is discussed 

in these texts, the narrative of black inferiority and borderline evil or revolting nature is 

apparent. Thus, the colonization, domination, and suppression of those who have 

"acquired" blackness will not only have been seen as the enactment of superiority in the 

eyes of the European colonizers but will also have been justified in their views of 

blackness' contrast and threat to the stability of whiteness. Enslaving blacks will not 

have been seen by the colonizers as the subjugation of their fellow man, but as an 

enactment of their superiority over the inferior blackness, over those who "acquired" the 

aberrant "infection" that blackness was considered to be. 

 With this negative attitude towards blackness, a similar outlook towards others 

who did not fit into the framework of standardized European whiteness and civility is 

not surprising. Such an outlook was very much a reality in North America, whose 

natives, like the Irish, were suppressed and conquered with extreme prejudice (Takaki 

894). In fact, the abduction of American natives was commonplace, ranging from the 

slaves taken by Columbus to the Abenakis taken by Captain George Waymouth as well 

as other natives, some of whom wound up in England, being "showed up and down 

London for money as a monster" (Takaki 897). These exhibits of American natives 

served as monstrous displays for onlookers, to whom the Indians appeared to "personify 

savagery" and were depicted as "cruel and barbarous" and "thought to be cannibals" and 

who delighted in not only taking life, but also in tormenting men in the "most bloody 

manner", Takaki adds (897-898). Takaki also cites the descriptions of American Indians 

by Sir Walter Raleigh, who describes them as having "their eyes in their shoulders, and 

their mouths in the middle of their breasts" as well as the description of John Brereton 

who portrays them as being, among other things, "of a blacke swart complexion", and 

generally describing people lacking "everything the English identified as civilized" 

(Takaki 898). The descriptions of the Indians' physical characteristics clearly show that 

they are considered not to be humans but rather as some sort of monstrosity belonging 

in captivity and under the control of the civilized Europeans.  

These descriptions and views of the Indians are highly similar to those surrounding 

blackness, as both are considered inferior to the colonizers and both are in some sense 

considered as less than human, the Indians with their monstrous shape and black-
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skinned people with their skin colour being considered as an "acquired" "infection" 

(Hall 13, 11). In fact, the manner in which Ania Loomba describes how black-skinned 

people have been portrayed, "typed as godless, bestial, and hideous, fit only to be saved 

(and in early modern Europe, enslaved) by Christians" (91), can be equally applied to 

the American Indians. The parallel negative descriptions of both these groups serve to 

establish them as the inferior and hideous "other". Thus, because of their existence in 

opposition to civility, beauty, humanity, and especially whiteness, the domination of 

these peoples was justified in the European narrative. It is no surprise that this narrative 

of despising the indigenous peoples of North America and Africa manifests itself in the 

works of playwrights, as Shakespeare´s The Tempest displays the distinct otherness, 

both physical and otherwise, that is attributed to those outside of the white race. 

2.1 Alienation through Representation 

Between the representation of native Americans and Africans in early modern society 

stands the character of Caliban. His identity can be viewed as belonging to either or 

both of the aforementioned non-European ethnic groups. On the one hand, Caliban´s 

mother, Sycorax, was "banished" from "Argier" (1.2. 319, 318) to the island which 

presumably lies in the Mediterranean on account of the aforementioned reference to 

Sycorax´s Algierian identity, but also because the Italians who crash on the island are 

sailing from Tunis (2.1. 73-74). On the other hand, Ronald Takaki argues that to 

London audiences The Tempest took place in the New World of America on account of 

Ariel´s reference to the "Bermoothes" (1.2. 272). Furthermore, Takaki adds that The 

Tempest´s title is inspired by the Sea Adventurer having recently stranded in the 

Bermudas, of whose crew Shakespeare had supposedly had many personal 

acquaintances (896). Finally, Takaki also cites Gonzalo´s description of the island as 

being parallel to many descriptions of the new World, as there "is everything 

advantageous to life" (2.1. 52), so much so, in fact, that Takaki adds that Shakespeare 

might as well have "lifted the material from contemporary documents about the New 

World" (896). This can also be compared with Stephen Greenblatt´s mention of 

technological superiority of Europeans being part of Harriot´s account of native 

Americans (27). This then led to ideas that involved Europeans replacing God in the 

eyes of the natives on the grounds of their technological superiority (Greenblatt 27). 

The idea of Prospero´s magic overwhelming Caliban (and Ariel) thus serves as an apt 
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metaphor for exactly this ideal of superiority, further revealed in Prospero´s language 

towards Caliban.  

 Caliban´s identity is that of one looked down upon by early modern Europeans. 

Whether his nationality is a metaphor for a native of the New World or that of an 

African, Caliban is considered as the "other" by English audiences. His otherness is 

found in the fact that he does not fit into the framework of what can be deemed civilized 

or white in the European narrative. Caliban serves as the embodiment of nearly 

everything negative attributed to both Native Americans and black-skinned people, 

whether it be savagery or a monstrous physical appearance, with Miranda even stating 

that Caliban´s "vile race" (1.2. 430-431) has "that in 't which good / natures / could not 

abide to be with" (1.2. 432-434). Furthermore, "A freckled whelp, hag-born" (1.2. 336) 

is the first direct mention of Caliban and "What ho, slave" (1.2. 375) are the first words 

that directly address him. These lines, as well as introducing Caliban´s role on the 

island, establish the disdain that both Miranda and Prospero have for Caliban. 

Furthermore, Kastan, in Shakespeare After Theory, cites Caliban´s original claim that 

"This island´s his" (1.2. 396) and Prospero´s angry reaction to it, pointing out that 

Prospero´s anger is not directed at Caliban´s claim of "alienated sovereignty but at his 

assertion of undeserved hard-treatment" (172). He goes on to state that Prospero´s 

reaction represents his aversion to being a tyrant but not to being a usurper, as he "feels 

his own right to rule to be beyond any question" (172). 

 Prospero's outlook towards Caliban is reflected not only in his language but also 

his actions, notably the domination of Caliban´s island, over which Caliban considered 

himself to be "his own king" (1.2. 409). There is a clear implication that Caliban 

attempted to "violate / The honor of Miranda" (1.2. 418-419), and that this is what 

prompted Prospero to enslave Caliban. However, some of Prospero´s earlier lines, "I 

have used / thee, / filth as thou art, with humane care" (1.2. 413-415), clearly indicate 

that there was already present some form of disdain for Caliban, arguably on racial 

grounds, given Miranda´s later line about Caliban´s "vile race". Ultimately, Caliban is 

stripped of his dominion over the island and is then himself dominated by Prospero who 

considers him to be "got by the devil himself" (1.2. 383). In fact, despite Caliban´s 

attempt to rape Miranda, Prospero still maintains that "They cannot miss him. He does 

make our fire, / Fetch in our wood, and serves in offices / That profit us" (1.2. 373-375). 
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This serves as a parallel between the European colonizers and Prospero, as both parties 

despise the natives in almost every way yet enslave them for their own economic gain. 

Furthermore, Prospero does not let the domination of Caliban suffice, but also demeans 

him by referring to him as, among other things, "poisonous", "filth", and "hagseed" (1.2. 

383, 415, 440) in as well as assuring him that Caliban´s unkind words towards him will 

result in "cramps" (1.2. 389) and other physical torture.  

 The subject of domination is frequently explored in The Tempest: Caliban claims 

that he was "his own king" (1.2. 342) on the island before the arrival of Prospero, 

Gonzalo talks about founding a "plantation" if he were "king" of the isle which he, 

ironically, would make free of "sovereignty" (2.1. 146, 148, 159), and Caliban reveres 

Stephano as a god and swears himself as his subject (2.2. 154-158). These recurring 

displays of dominance reflect mostly on Caliban, whose original independent 

sovereignty over the island is turned into cohabitation and ultimately into slavery on the 

grounds of his wrongdoing, all for the benefit of those who despise him. The most 

potent and the only specified wrongdoing of Caliban´s is his attempt to rape Miranda, 

something that may seem like the acts of one, Kunat claims, "resembling bestial man" 

and "without language and the ability to formulate concepts", a version of Caliban that 

could not be found guilty of rape as his actions are driven without any means of rational 

or ethical mediation (309). However, as Kunat further points out, the version of Caliban 

that does attempt to rape Miranda has been under Prospero´s tutelage and will therefore 

have been "inserted into the civil sphere", thus making his actions vicious and deserving 

of punishment (309).  

 While Caliban´s actions can be seen, Kunat argues, as a "colonialist fantasy used 

to justify enslaving Caliban and taking sovereignty of the island from him", as that 

entire part of the island´s history can be seen as "an iteration of the disappropriation of 

Africans during the Renaissance" (311). Kunat goes on to argue that Caliban´s assault 

on Miranda is "foregrounded and complicated by the play´s framing narrative: 

Claribel´s marriage to the King of Tunis" (311). This marriage, established by Alonso, 

is seemingly an unpopular decision, as instead of deciding to "bless our Europe with 

his daughter", Sebastian states, Alonso would "rather lose her to an African" (2.1. 133, 

134). This manner of reactions are the key to understanding the racial politics within the 

play, Kunat argues. Alonso´s decision, while being Sebastian´s prime justification for 
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his rebellion against him and in extension Sebastian´s link to Caliban, both of whom 

uses the accusation of tyranny to justify their own rebellion, also displays a parallel 

between the King of Tunis and Caliban according to Kunat (312). Both of these 

characters are African men, Kunat continues, desiring possession of a European woman, 

where Caliban attempts to possess Miranda through force, the Tunisian king "acquires 

Claribel through a legal act of exchange" (312). Caliban´s desire for Miranda, Kunat 

adds, is not only unethical for the reason that he acts on it against Miranda´s will but 

also due to Caliban being a "creature born of an African witch" (313). Like Caliban, at 

least in some respect, the Tunisian King is African and is granted possession of 

Claribel, even though it is effectively against her will, as she "weighed between 

loathness and obedience at / which end o' th' beam should bow" (2.1.139-140). The 

Tunisian King´s desire was in that sense alike to Caliban´s, in being against Claribel´s 

will, like Caliban´s desire was against Miranda´s will, with the end result differing due 

to the king being a politically viable suitor, while the monstrous Caliban is not. While it 

may seem that Caliban´s desire to dominate Miranda was born purely out of lust and/or 

uncontrolled primal urges, he stood to have some political gain from his domination of 

Miranda, like the Tunisian King´s acquisition of Claribel and the subsequent political 

gain. Caliban´s attempt to possess Miranda is not only a means of acting on his base 

urges, but arguably serves as a parallel to Hall´s mention of blackness being perceived 

as "some natural infection" (11). Caliban's actions are not only a threat to Miranda's 

chastity, but to the entire representation of whiteness in the play, as had he not been 

stopped, he would have "peopled else / This isle with Calibans" (1.2. 420-421). Thus, 

Caliban´s monstrous alterity is not only displayed through his savage actions, but also 

his political intentions.  

 It is clear that Caliban´s assault on Miranda was the catalyst for his transition 

from being "lodged / in Prospero´s own cell" (1.2. 416-417) to becoming an "abhorred 

slave" (2.1. 422). Indeed, that is the reason Prospero presents when asked why he does 

"sty Caliban / In this hard rock, whiles Prospero keep from Caliban / The rest o´ th´ 

island" (1.2. 409-411). Caliban´s response to Prospero, "Would't had been done! / Thou 

didst prevent me. I had peopled else / This isle with Calibans" (1.2. 419-421) shows that 

Caliban assaults Miranda with greater intent than simple primal urges. In his later plot 

with Stephano and Trinculo to seize power over the island from Prospero, Caliban 
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states, "most deeply to consider is / The beauty of Prospero's daughter" (3.2. 107-108), 

adding that Miranda will "bring Stephano forth brave brood" (3.2. 115). This heavy 

emphasis on the acquisition of Miranda, despite Prospero arguably posing the greater 

threat to their plans, elevates Miranda from being an object of desire to being a political 

objective. Caliban´s obsession with Miranda reflects his desire to regain his dominion 

over the island and displays Miranda as essentially being an important factor in political 

dominion over the island.  

  The theme of possessing a white woman appears frequently throughout The 

Tempest and serves as the key to examining Caliban´s otherness. Like mentioned 

previously, the Tunisian King´s acquisition of Claribel is seen unfavourably by 

Alonso´s courtiers, seemingly for no other reason than that they "lose her to an African" 

instead of getting to "bless their Europe with Alonso´s daughter" (2.1. 133, 132). 

Like the king, Caliban attempts to possess a white woman, but does, despite being 

tutored by Prospero and "inserted into the civil sphere" as Kunat puts it (309), still act in 

accordance with the savagery attributed to his physical form, being "got by the devil 

himself" (1.2. 383) and a "monster of the isle" (2.2. 66). Caliban´s otherness, while 

being heavily emphasised through his physical alterity is also found in the manner in 

which he is represented, as his desires are illegitimate and enacted upon in with savage 

behaviour. However, Ferdinand is shown to think in a similar way to Caliban in relation 

to his possession of Miranda, and implying this to Prospero, who takes no issue. Kunat 

addresses this in stating that Ferdinand´s thoughts towards Miranda are those of rape, 

claiming that even if he were to encounter her in the "murkiest den, / The most 

opportune place, the strong´st suggestion" (4.1. 27-28), he would still not violate 

Miranda´s "virgin-knot" (4.1. 16). Kunat further argues this by citing Stephen Orgel 

who posits Ferdinand´s words as being "submerged fantasies of rape" and an exhibition 

of "sexual excitement at the thought of taking his bride by force" (310).  

 Shakespeare portrays Ferdinand and Caliban as good and evil respectively, 

showing that despite both of them exhibiting thoughts and language of rape towards 

Miranda, only the savage "monster of the isle" (2.2. 66) would attempt to act in such a 

way. Caliban´s physical alterity is a clear reference to the inhuman appearance 

attributed to the natives of the New World like the aforementioned descriptions of Sir 

Walter Raleigh of people with eyes on their shoulders and mouths in their chests. 
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However, in Prospero´s description of Caliban, "This thing of darkness" (5.1. 330), 

Caliban is also attributed blackness in some respect. Thus, Caliban´s otherness is both 

that of blackness and that of an American Indian, both of which are attributed inferiority 

in comparison to European whiteness in early modern texts. Indeed, Caliban's otherness 

fits nearly perfectly with Ania Loomba's description of the narrative surrounding 

blackness in early modern texts, "typed as godless, bestial, and hideous" (91), the only 

exception being "godless", as Caliban does pray to a god called Setebos, though this is 

mentioned only in passing. Caliban´s actions also adhere to the nature attributed to 

American Indians, depicted as "personifying savagery" and being "cruel and barbarous", 

shown best by his assault on Miranda. As a result of Caliban´s otherness he is then, like 

in the latter half of Ania Loomba´s description, "fit only to be saved (and in early 

modern Europe, enslaved) by Christians" (91). Thus Caliban´s otherness is used to put 

him as the direct opposite to the "thing divine" (1.2. 499) that Miranda describes 

Ferdinand as. Furthermore, though Caliban´s otherness is not necessarily a justification 

for his original enslavement but rather a means of making its continuance acceptable, as 

aside from his likeness to the inferior non-European aboriginals, he is both called a 

"whelp" (1.2. 335) as well as described "with four / legs" (2.2. 66-67), implying both an 

unhuman appearance as well as servility, owing largely to the frequency with which 

"whelp" is associated with dogs (Merriam-Webster, "whelp"). Ultimately, the otherness 

of Caliban serves not only as an explanation for his actions and justification for his 

treatment, but as the foundation for this character. Caliban is created with the purpose of 

being that which the rest of the play´s cast is not, the monstrous, savage, and evil 

"other" who poses a threat to all that is good and beautiful in the play, the antithesis of 

everything good in the European narrative. 
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3  

Inhuman Infamy in Henry IV, Part 1 and A Midsummer 

Night's Dream 

 

Otherness in relation to race and madness can be problematic in Renaissance texts as 

both concepts are far from clear-cut when it comes to their meaning. The otherness 

involved in animality, however, is arguably more distinct as it involves itself with 

beings who tend to differ drastically from humans. At the same time, animality and 

humanity do not necessarily need to be considered direct opposites because animals and 

humans share a significant number of characteristics. One of the crucial aspects of 

attributed animality in Shakespeare's works, according to Karen Raber and Holly Dugan 

is that it "connects animal bodies with human ones...through allusions to nature and its 

structures of power" (20). On the one hand, this connection of animal and human bodies 

frequently serves as a means of delivering insults such as a character being called a 

"cur". However, on the other hand the discussion of animality can also invite positive 

remarks, such as being likened to a fox implying shrewdness (Merriam-Webster 

"Foxy"). As Ian F. MacInnes points out, animals were a heavy presence in the daily life 

of London´s residents (81), especially given the city´s size and therefore its needs for 

food. Animals were even used for naming parts of the city, MacInnes adds, citing street 

names such as "Cow Lane, Chick Lane", and "Duck Lane" as well as the names of 

public houses such as "The Ram" and "The Black Bull" (81). Thus, it is little surprise 

that animals and language related to them found their way onto the stage and into 

Shakespeare´s plays. The question that remains, however, concerns the exact role of 

these animals on the stage and the language that surrounds them, more specifically the 

otherness of animals and its purpose in Shakespeare´s plays. 

 In addition to biological differences, the otherness expressed through animal 

language is dependent on the superiority of humans to animals. Attributed animality 

tends to undermine one´s humanity through comparative imagery such as the Icelandic 

term "nautheimskur" which literally means to be "as stupid as a bull" or calling 

someone a pig or a cow to emphasize their corpulence. Erika Fudge, in her book Brutal 

Reasoning, touches on the subject of human superiority to animals and emphasises that 

it is largely founded on the human possession of reason (100). Fudge goes on to cite 
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Thomas Aquinas' statements on the subject, "It is, therefore, legitimate for animals to 

kill plants and for men to kill animals for their respective benefit" and "He who kills 

another's ox does indeed commit a sin, only it is not the killing of the ox but the 

inflicting of proprietary loss on another that is the sin" (100). Thus, to be compared to 

an animal is in a sense to be compared to something little short of property and may be 

fitting when applied to Caliban in The Tempest, whose status as a slave makes him 

property in the eyes of those who refer to him thus. However, to refer thus to one 

considered free would arguably be to undermine the freedom and superiority granted by 

their possession of reason. Fudge also touches on the significant gap between humans 

and animals in Perceiving Animals, claiming that the status of being human is defined 

through the "exercise of certain skills, such as speaking," and in the exercise of "human-

ness", that the animal becomes that which "the human is constantly setting itself 

against" (1). It is with this interpretation of human superiority and animal inferiority that 

this chapter concerns itself with the connotations of animal language in both Henry IV, 

Part I and A Midsummer Night´s Dream and the notions of otherness therein. 

 Displaying humans as superior to animals allows for animal language to indicate 

lowness and even social status, both through indirect association and direct comparison. 

During Shakespeare's time, criminals would often be described as having animalistic 

and savage features, being, for example, said to be "beastly begotten in barn or bushes" 

(Olson 301). Thus, being compared to an animal would be akin to comparison to those 

whose humanity is considered lesser or even lacking entirely. The two opposite results 

of animalistic language, insult or compliment, serve to create a mutual meaning that is 

characterized by the fact that those who are likened to animals, as compliment or as an 

insult, are attributed the same otherness as the animals against whom "the human is 

constantly setting itself against" (Fudge, Perceiving 1). In the context of 1 Henry IV, 

this sort of imagery has two coinciding effects: to emphasise degeneracy of certain 

characters and to emphasise their, and others', social standing through an otherness 

communicated via animal language. Similar to its functions in 1 Henry IV, the animal 

language of A Midsummer Night's Dream serves as a means of degrading characters and 

making them seem inferior to others.  
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3.1 King of the Jungle: 1 Henry IV's Animal Politics and Society 

 

Social standing plays a large role in 1 Henry IV, as its main plot is a struggle for the 

highest social standing in the kingdom and this aspect of the play is partly realized 

through animal imagery. Indeed, the animalistic language of the play functions to some 

degree as a means of establishing the social hierarchy within the play. Falstaff is made 

the clearest example of this, owing largely to his role as the play´s comic relief, he is by 

no means the only one to whom this imagery of status is applied. A notable example of 

this is in act 3, scene 2, when King Henry berates Hal for his lifestyle, claiming that his 

preference of sinful company means that he would stoop down to, "Fight against me 

under Percy´s pay, / To dog his heels and curtsy at his frowns / To show how much thou 

art degenerate (131-133). In saying this, the king not only scolds Hal for decadence but 

also implies his place beneath himself in the social hierarchy, implied as even lower 

through the accusation of potential treason. The key words in these lines are "dog" and 

"degeneracy" and their connection emphasized by alliteration, as Hal is portrayed as 

inferior to the prince he should be on account of his sinful company and lifestyle. In 

using the word "dog", King Henry clearly implies servitude, which further reinforced by 

an image of Hal crawling behind Percy on all fours, like a dog behind its owner. This 

animal imagery not only emphasise that Hal falls short of the idea of princehood, but 

also stresses his inferiority to his father, who uses the image of Hal serving his enemies 

as a display of "how much Hal art degenerate" (133). Henry's scolding of his son 

ultimately becomes an indication of status, as though he is the king´s son, the nature of 

his company and lifestyle call into question whether his already present degeneracy 

would lead to treacherous and treasonous behaviour in favour of being faithful to his 

father´s crown.  

 Hal´s lack of princely characteristics and inferiority to his father is thrown into 

sharp relief by Falstaff, who also refers to Hal using animalistic language with much 

frequency, calling him "neat's tongue" and "stockfish" (2.4. 248) when accused of lying 

as well as telling an innkeeper that he would "cudgel Hal like a / dog" (2.4. 93-94) 

should the prince call the value of his lost ring into question. This sentence, though 

being the mere boasting of a "creature of bombast" (2.4. 339) opens a certain parallel 

between Falstaff and King Henry, who also of Hal to a dog. Indeed, Falstaff´s choice of 
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words here further establishes Hal´s degeneracy as at this point, he has been attributed 

this imagery by the characters who represent opposite ends of the social hierarchy. 

Furthermore, the shared imagery employed by Falstaff and the king serves as an 

indication that perhaps Falstaff serves as a father figure of sorts for Hal, more 

specifically as a father figure who plays the opposite role to King Henry. This image of 

opposing father figures is achieved through several means, perhaps most notably the 

place of Falstaff the criminal and Henry the king on opposite ends of the social 

hierarchy. Additionally, of all the degenerates that Hal is shown to associate with, 

Falstaff is the one with which he has the strongest bond and thus it can be deduced he 

has had some impact on Hal´s development into the king´s "nearest and dearest enemy" 

(3.2. 128). This is further reinforced by the fact that Falstaff has inspired and aided him 

in committing crimes against his own father's kingdom. Finally, Hal´s transformation 

near the end of act 3, scene 2 has him abandon Falstaff to side with his father, returning 

to the former no longer as a merry partner in crime, but as his prince and lord with 

orders and decrees, showing that he has truly turned from his degenerate nature.  

 Another important piece of Falstaff's language is the line, "thou owest me thy 

love" (3.3. 146), as this lends further merit to Falstaff´s role as a degenerate father 

figure. This is important because when Hal does not respond to this in a positive 

manner, Falstaff further degrades his nature by re-invoking Hal´s alterity from his 

father, stating that, "as thou art prince, I fear thee as / I fear the roaring of the lion's 

whelp" (3.3. 155-156). This image is a crucial comparison between Hal and his father, 

and the son's inferiority to his father. Though Falstaff does not state it directly, he 

clearly implies some degree of lion-like properties in King Henry which is imagery that 

tends to be associated with courage or strength in aspects such as heraldry (Wade 61-62) 

or in Richards I's epithet, Lionheart. Furthermore, though the "lion´s whelp" will 

eventually grow up to be a lion, which adds a double meaning to this description as it 

hints towards Hal´s future transformation and ultimate triumph over his father's 

enemies. Ultimately, however, the "lion´s cub" possesses at the given moment none of 

the qualities of the lion that would be considered admirable, but rather the foolishness 

and harmless nature of a child. This point of Hal's inferiority to his father is then firmly 

driven home when Falstaff responds to Hal´s question, "And why not as the lion?" (3.3. 

157) with "The king himself is to be feared as the / lion: dost thou think I'll fear thee as I 
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fear thy / father? / nay" (159-160). Though these lines are delivered after Hal has taken 

it upon himself to rise out of his degenerate nature or reveal it to have been a ruse, it 

serves as a harsh reminder for Hal of his otherness, particularly in comparison to his 

father, and as an attempt to put him in his place through animal imagery. 

  While Falstaff may serve as Hal´s father figure in some aspects, he does so 

through his role as an animalistic and degenerate criminal, a category into which many 

characters in 1 Henry IV fit, such as Poins, Gadshill, and even Hal, but most notably 

Falstaff. Of these four characters, Falstaff is the one whose nature is most frequently 

and distinctly compared to that of an animal, both by himself and other characters. 

These comparisons are ones such as, "if I come in / his way willingly, let him make a 

carbonado of me" (5.3. 58-59) and "If I be not ashamed of my soldiers, I am a / soused 

gurnet." (4.2. 11-12). While Falstaff is frequently shown using language related to food, 

which is its own allusion to Falstaff´s gluttonous nature, these particular lines display 

Falstaff´s animality by showing his absurd behaviour or death result in his 

transformation into food products derived of animals. This goes hand-in-hand with 

remarks such as one made by Hal, "O' I should have a heavy miss of Falstaff. If I were 

much in love with vanity! / Death hath not struck so fat a deer to-day" (5.4. 107-109) as 

it further emphasises Falstaff´s animalistic status. Thus, the "fat...deer" that Hal refers to 

Falstaff as would then have been made into "carbonado" should he fall in battle. This 

imagery adds an additional layer to Falstaff´s gluttonous nature by not just depicting 

him as an animal but as food derived of one, establishing his otherness as being another 

step further from humanity. 

 The generally insulting animal imagery surrounding Falstaff serves to emphasise 

his sinful and vice-loving nature, comparing him to the food he gluttonously consumes. 

Additionally, emphasis on Falstaff´s gluttonous nature also highlights his criminal 

behaviour. According to Greta Olson, crime during Shakespeare's time was not as 

scientific a definition as it has become in the last century and a half, when criminology 

became an increasingly scientific subject. Rather, people focused on "sin of all sorts", as 

opposed to crime, and worried about those who committed acts of "lechery" and "sin", a 

worry that "may be likened to current preoccupations with the perceived threat of 

violent crime" (302). Olson equivalates this sinfulness to animality by citing the 

tendency of Renaissance-era society to associate an animal-like birth with "learning the 
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sinfulness and lechery of criminal life" (301). The animal imagery surrounding Falstaff 

is not the affirmation of his sinfulness and criminality, but rather a means of further 

emphasising his degenerate nature. This is done by showing his sinfulness which, as 

Olson states, is something frequently attributed to criminals, as well as Falstaff 

performing literal crimes, notably the robbery performed in act 2, scene 2.  

 

3.2 Some Vile Thing This Way Comes: Animal Hierarchy in A 

Midsummer Night´s Dream 

 

Like in 1 Henry IV, animal language plays a large, though inconspicuous, role in A 

Midsummer Night´s Dream. This role of animal language serves to separate some 

characters from the rest as either inferior or to embarrass them in some form, as is 

evidenced for example in Bottom's transformation into a donkey and Titania´s 

subsequent falling in love with him. This language also serves to establish Helena as an 

inferior character, particularly regarding her love for Demetrius, which drives her to 

deliver lines that show a fanatical desire for servitude: 

I am your spaniel, and, Demetrius 

The more you beat me I will fawn on you. 

Use me but as your spaniel: spurn me, strike me,  

Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave 

(Unworthy as I am) to follow you (2.1. 210-214) 

Helena´s use of animalistic language degrades her character excessively but is also 

intended to attract Demetrius´ attention to the fact that she is different; she would be 

servile if only he would love her. This language goes on further in the following scene 

where she claims that "I am as ugly as a bear, / for beasts that meet me run away for 

fear" (2.2. 100-101), further separating herself from humanity. There is a certain 

contradiction in Helena's behaviour, as she uses animal imagery to attract pity and the 

will to dominate her, both in servility and appearance in the attempt to attract 

Demetrius' attention, yet does so using comparisons that will appear off-putting, given 

the status of animals in Renaissance society, thus the ultimate result of her "fawning" 

(2.2. 211) after him is the degradation of her character and a narrative of her otherness. 
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This animalistic otherness, apart from resting with the tendency of humanity to set itself 

against animality, is also shown in the reactions of Bottom's comrades to his 

transformation, "O monstrous! O strange!" (3.1. 105), as this depicts animality as 

repugnant and frightful.  

 Bottom's physical transformation is also emblematic of another matter, brought 

up by Rebecca Ann Bach, which she refers to as an alignment of "workers and 

grounded beasts" (4). This idea, Bach argues, revolves around language employed 

frequently by the fairies which places workers on the same levels as animals (4), 

pointing, for example, to how the "ploughman appears among grounded animals in 

Robin´s list of night noises" (5), a list wherein all the other noises are those of animals. 

This suggests a correlation between animality and lower social status, something Bach 

explores further in relation to Bottom in particular. Indeed, the transformation of 

Bottom into an ass, as well as the comic association between his name and the animal 

into which he is transformed is the first indication of attributed animality. Then, when 

combined with Bach's idea of Bottom as a "grounded animal" (9), his animality and 

inferiority become more distinct. In support of her idea of Bottom as a "grounded 

animal", Bach examines Oberon´s language after putting love juice in Titania's eyes, 

that she is to "Wake, when some vile thing is near." (2.2. 40). This "vile thing" that 

approaches Titania is of course Bottom, whom, Bach argues, "the play suggests...is as 

different from the human mortal Theseus" as the animals of Oberon´s fantasy (2.3. 33-

40) are from the "nightly hootes and wonders and the nightingale that sings with 

Titania´s fairies" (9). Thus, Bottom's low social status and inferiority, especially when 

compared with the upper-class Theseus, and the way it is denoted through animalistic 

language serves as an extension of Titania´s embarrassment and degradation as a result 

of being made to fall in love with him.  

 The depictions of animality as a sign of inferiority and repugnancy is further 

established by Bottom's reaction to the flight of his friends, claiming that they intended 

to make an "ass" out of him (3.1. 121), which has been done to him in a literal sense. 

However, the importance of this event is not related to Bottom, but rather Titania, 

whom Oberon desires to bring back under his rule, as she has become rebellious and 

refuses to give him what he desires (2.1. 122-125). Thus, Puck arranges Titania to fall in 

love with Bottom, whose newfound physical alterity has made him a "monster" (3.2. 6) 
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and therefore Titania´s falling in love with him is a matter of great scandal. Falling in 

love with humans is not unheard of among the fairies, as both Oberon and Titania have 

some form of affection regarding Hippolyta and Theseus respectively. Therefore, the 

scandalous factor of Titania's artificial love for Bottom is drawn from his inferior 

animalistic alterity and the low social status bestowed upon him thereof. Parallel King 

Henry´s treatment of his son, whose inferiority comes from association with degenerate 

animality, Titania´s association with Bottom serves as a means of her own degradation. 

Both of these situations show monarchs subjecting those beneath them to their royal 

power by establishing their inferior alterity through association with degenerate 

animality.  

 Through the use of animalistic language, the ideas of social hierarchy are made 

clearer in 1 Henry IV and A Midsummer Night's Dream. In 1 Henry IV, Henry implies 

Hal´s inferiority via an image of him as a dog who would serve his father's enemies, 

drawn from Hal´s association with degenerate and animalistic criminals. In turn, 

Falstaff is continuously compared to animals and food made from animals as a means of 

establishing his inferiority to other characters, an idea furthered by the association of 

animality and criminality. In having love juice placed on Titania´s eyelids, only to 

awaken when "some vile thing is near" (MND 2.2 40), Oberon attempts to exert political 

domination over Titania. He does so not through escalating himself, but by degrading 

her through association with the animalistic and socially inferior Bottom.   
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Conclusion 

 

Conveyed through madness, race, and animality, otherness as a dramatic device conveys 

both the identities and purpose of characters, as shown through this analysis of four of 

Shakespeare´s plays.  

 The Prince of Elsinore is presented as alien to a certain degree from the outset of 

the Hamlet. Originally, Hamlet's grief serves to set him apart from other characters, 

displayed through dialogue such as Claudius and Gertrude's request that he move on. 

However, Hamlet's frustration at his mother´s hasty remarriage and suspicion stemming 

from other characters' lack of grief ultimately results in him going along with the ghost's 

plans of revenge, which sends him spiralling into madness. This madness pushes 

Hamlet's already present otherness into full blown alienation, his mad speech, 

demeanour, and actions resulting in him being discarded and sent across the ocean, 

something which is further justified by his murder of Polonius. However, Hamlet's 

madness serves not only to alienate him, but ultimately leads to the madness of Ophelia 

which in turn others her even more drastically, not only through her lessened sanity but 

also through the social exclusion caused by others not wishing to be around her. Even 

despite Hamlet's expulsion, he still returns to Elsinore in a mad or absurd fashion, aided 

by pirates and appearing as if back from the grave at Ophelia´s funeral, absurdly 

launching himself straight into conflict with Laertes. Ultimately, Hamlet's madness 

drives the play´s conflicts towards the final scene, both through his own actions as well 

as through its use by Claudius to vilify Hamlet further in the eyes of Laertes. 

 Otherness has clung to the concept of race throughout history almost adhesively, 

and it does so as well in Shakespeare´s Tempest. The inhuman portrayal of American 

Indians by Sir Walter Raleigh as savages with "eyes in their shoulders" and mouths in 

their breasts (qtd. in Takaki 898) and the perceived lowness and portrayal of blackness 

as "some natural infection" rather than a natural state (Hall 11). Between the portrayal 

of these two groups stands Caliban, serving as both physically revolting and a threat 

towards The Tempest's representation of whiteness. While supposedly enslaved as a 

punishment for his own actions, Caliban´s alterity serves as both a means of justifying 

his continued slavery and as well as establishing him as the monstrous, savage, and evil 

"other", the antithesis of everything good in the European narrative.  
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 While attributed animality is arguably a more distinct representation of otherness 

than madness and race, owing to the vast differences between humans and animals, the 

superiority of the former to the latter is a matter of interpretation as opposed to concrete 

fact. Through the scope of human superiority, however, examining H4P1 and MND 

reveals notions of social status and implications of inferiority conveyed through 

animalistic language. Falstaff´s inferiority to Hal is established through animal related 

language, while the Hal's inferiority to his father is displayed by similar means. The 

concept of animalistic inferiority and otherness is also clearly established in the identity 

of Bottom, whose transformation serves as the epitome of his already animalistic image 

in the eyes of the fairies. Through this animalistic image, Bottom´s presence further 

serves to degrade Titania through her association with and artificial love for the socially 

and animalistically inferior Bottom.  
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